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Abstract

There are many examples in which a word
changes its polarity from domain to do-
main. For example, unpredictable is pos-
itive in the movie domain, but negative in
the product domain. Such words cannot
be entered in a “universal sentiment lexi-
con” which is supposed to be a repository
of words with polarity invariant across do-
mains. Rather, we need to maintain sep-
arate domain specific sentiment lexicons.
The main contribution of this paper is to
present an effective method of generat-
ing a domain specific sentiment lexicon.
For a word whose domain specific polar-
ity needs to be determined, the approach
uses the Chi-Square test to detect if the dif-
ference is significant between the counts
of the word in positive and negative po-
larity documents. We extract 274 words
that are polar in the movie domain, but are
not present in the universal sentiment lex-
icon. Our overall accuracy is around 60%
in detecting movie domain specific polar
words.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis (SA) has attracted a great deal
of attention in recent times (Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown, 1997; Wiebe, 2000; Pang et al., 2002;
Turney, 2002; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003;
Hu and Liu, 2004; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005;
Breck et al., 2007). The SA task is to pre-
dict the sentiment orientation of a text (docu-
ment/para/sentence) by analyzing the polarity of
words present in the text. A lexicon of sentiment
bearing words is of great help in such tasks.

Sentiment lexicons are of two types: univer-
sal and domain specific. Words like ‘good’ and
‘bad’ have uniform polarity across all domains,

and so are members of universal sentiment lex-
icon. A word like ‘unpredictable’, on the other
hand, is positive in the movie domain (‘unpre-
dictable plot’), but negative in the car domain (‘un-
predictable steering’). Such a word should be en-
tered as positive in the sentiment lexicon of the
movie domain and as negative in the sentiment
lexicon of the car domain.

There are many “universal sentiment lexi-
cons” like SentiWordNet1, subjectivity lexicon2

by Wiebe, list of positive and negative opinion
words3 by Liu. These lexica contain only those
polar words which have the same polarity in all
domains. In this paper, we use the universal senti-
ment lexicon published by Wiebe.

Using resources like Wikipedia and SentiWord-
Net to determine polarity of a domain specific
word may lead to wrong sentiment detection. The
motivation for our work comes from addressing
this problem. We would like to create domain spe-
cific sentiment lexicons.

Our technique for detecting domain specific po-
lar words is inspired by the work done by Cheng
and Zhulyn (2012). They used the Pearson’s Chi-
Square test to find the top 200 words most indica-
tive of positive sentiment and the top 200 words
most indicative of negative sentiment from the cor-
pus itself. They used these words as the lexicon for
the hitting 2-gram language model. They observed
that the hitting 2-gram model achieves far greater
accuracy than other language models. In their
work, they used the categorical Chi-Square test to
determine the score of a word with positive sense
and negative sense. Their Chi-Square test gives
weightage also to those documents in which the
word is absent while calculating the score. How-
ever, their idea of selecting hitting words, consid-
ers multiple occurrences of a word in a single doc-

1http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
2http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/
3http://www.cs.uic.edu/liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
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ument as one. This leads to loss of information
that can help in deciding the correct polarity of a
word from the corpus. We use the goodness of fit
Chi Square test, that takes into account the total
occurrences of a word in the corpus to assign the
score. This test allows us to compare a collection
of categorical data with some theoretical expected
distribution4.

Our proposed method identifies sentiment
words from the corpus. Wiebi (2000) observes
that the probability of a sentence being subjective
given that there is at least one adjective in the sen-
tence is 55.8%. So we presently focus on adjec-
tives. The key idea is that if a word can have both
positive or negative polarity, then it should be uni-
formly distributed between positive and negative
files. For this purpose, we take an equal number
of positive and negative reviews from the same do-
main. So, the expected count of the word in posi-
tive and negative reviews is half of the total count
in the corpus. This is the null hypothesis.

If the word satisfies the Chi-Square test, it indi-
cates that there is a significant difference between
the expected and observed count of the word.
Hence, the null hypothesis should be rejected and
it should be considered that this deviation from ex-
pected value is not by chance, but because of the
domain specific polarity of the word, which makes
the word more frequent in one of positive or nega-
tive reviews.

The road map for the rest of the paper is as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes the previous work done
in the direction of sentiment lexicon. Section 3
elaborates on the generation of domain specific
polar words through the Chi-Square test. Section
4 gives the experimental set up. In section 5, we
present results along with discussions. We con-
clude the paper with points for future work in sec-
tion 6.

2 Related Work

Extensive work has been done in the area of uni-
versal sentiment lexicon using corpora based ap-
proaches. Wiebe (2000) focused on the problem
of identifying subjective adjectives with the help
of the corpus. They proposed an approach to find
subjective adjectives using the results of a method
for clustering words according to their distribu-
tional similarity, seeded by a small number of sim-
ple adjectives. These adjectives were extracted

4http://math.hws.edu/javamath/ryan/ChiSquare.html

from a manually annotated corpus. The basic idea
is that subjective words are similar in distribution
as they share pragmatic usages. However, the ap-
proach is unable to predict sentiment orientations
of the found subjective adjectives.

Some evidence exists in the area of domain spe-
cific sentiment lexicon. The work of Kanayama
and Nasukawa [2006], demonstrates the extraction
of domain specific sentiment words in Japanese
text. They exploited clause level context co-
herency to find candidate words for domain spe-
cific sentiment lexicon from sentences that appear
successively with sentences containing a word
from the seed set. The seed set is the set of strong
universally polar words. The intuition is that sen-
tences appearing in contexts tend to have the same
polarities, so if one of them contains sentiment
words, the other successive sentences are expected
to contain sentiment words too, with the same po-
larity. Then, they use a statistical estimation based
method to determine whether the candidates are
appropriate sentiment words. However, the idea
of using a seed set to extract purely domain de-
pendent words may lead to wrong polarity.

Qiu et al. (2009) exploited the relationship be-
tween sentiment words and product features that
the sentiment words modify in a domain depen-
dent corpus. They used sentiment words and prod-
uct features to extract new sentiment words. The
extraction rules are designed, based on relations
described in dependency trees. Their method also
begins with a seed set. They proposed that a fea-
ture should receive the same polarity in a review
and the words extracted by this feature will receive
polarity of feature. However, the reviewer may
associate polarity with a feature of time. If time
changes, his views for a feature may change in the
same review. To understand this fact consider the
following example.

“When I purchased this camera, the battery
was good, but now it is disastrous”.

Qui et al. (2009) considered ‘camera’, ‘DVD
player’, and ‘MP3 player’ as one domain. How-
ever, grainy and blurred are negative in the camera
domain, but neutral for ‘DVD’ and ‘MP3 player’.
Our work is independent of features and the seed
list. It only needs a sufficient equal number of pos-
itive and negative review files written by a reliable
source.
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3 The Proposed Method

In this paper, we focus on finding sentiment words
for the movie domain with their polarity as pos-
itive or negative. Finding movie domain specific
polar words is an appealing task for several rea-
sons. First, providing polarity information about
movie reviews is a useful service. Its proof is the
popularity of several film review websites 5. Sec-
ond, movie reviews are harder to classify than re-
views of other products (Turney, 2002) and so is
the classification of sentiment words. Our data
contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews,
all written before 20046. Movie reviews are ac-
companied by plot descriptions and plot is not a
part of the reviewer’s opinion of the movie. So
presence of polar words in plot description can
mislead the Chi-Square test. To solve this prob-
lem, we clean the corpus by removing the plot de-
scription from reviews, before giving it as an in-
put to the Chi-Square test. Cleaning of the cor-
pus is done automatically by finding patterns for
plot description in movie reviews. In this paper,
we perform the Chi-Square test with adjectives ex-
tracted from both cleaned and non cleaned corpus.
The orientation of polarity of the output sentiment
words are predicted simultaneously.

3.1 Sentiment Word Extraction and Polarity
Assignment

The key idea is that if a word does not belong
to a particular class, then it should be uniformly
distributed among all classes. So, before starting
the test, we consider a null hypothesis. A null
hypothesis states that if a given word is neutral,
its chance to occur in positive and negative doc-
uments is equal. The value of a null hypothesis
is equal to the arithmetic mean of the word count
in positive and negative documents. This can also
be considered as the expected count of words in
both the classes of documents. We apply the Chi-
Square test on the expected count and the actual
observed count of the word. Deciding the polar-
ity of words, that are used very rarely in corpus,
is not worth considering. Since, if a word is polar,
then it will occur frequently in polar documents.
So we give only those words as input to the Chi-
Square test, whose mean value is greater than 6.
If the Chi-Square test results in a value, which is

5www.rottentomatoes.com, www.imdb.com
6Available at www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-

review-data/ (review corpus version 2.0)

greater than the threshold value, then there is a sig-
nificant difference between the expected and the
observed count of the word. At this moment we
reject the null hypothesis and consider the possi-
bility that there is some other factor causing the
observed count to differ from the expected count
of words. This factor is nothing but the polarity
of adjectives, which makes it appear in a partic-
ular type of documents, frequently. If the word
has positive sentiment, then it will occur more fre-
quently in positive documents. Consider the fol-
lowing example.

mesmerizing, unpredictable, thrilling, non-
stop

Negatively polar words occur more frequently in
negative documents. Consider the following ex-
ample.

juvenile, predictable, underwritten, murky

The extraction approach is best described in Algo-
rithm 1.

The Bidirectional Standford POS tagger7 is
used to tag words from the corpus with parts of
speech. Experiments are performed with different
thresholds for the Chi-Square value of the adjec-
tive.

3.2 Cleaning of Corpus
In the movie domain, reviewers feel free to de-
scribe the plot of the movie as part of the review
for a better understanding of it. So, in the movie
domain, the cleaning of the corpus is mandatory
because the polar words which are present in the
plot part may mislead the classifier. However,
cleaning of the corpus is not required in other do-
mains, for example, Camera and Cell Phones. We
find patterns that represent plot description in the
corpus.

• Some reviewers have explicitly divided re-
views into two parts - one for review and an-
other for the movie plot - under different ti-
tles. It is shown in table 1.

• Some reviewers have specified that the review
contains spoilers.

• We are performing experiments with the En-
glish movie review corpus, so movie names

7http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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Input: Domain Specific Corpus Tagged with
POS
Output: Sentiment Lexicon with Polarity
foreach WORD in the corpus do

if POS of WORD is JJ or JJS then

T:= get total count(WORD)
P:= get count in positive
documents(WORD)
N:= get count in negative
documents(WORD)
Expected Count := T/2;

if Expected Count > 6 then
Chi2(WORD) :=
(((P � Expected Count)2 +
(N � Expected Count)2)/

Expected Count)
if Chi2 > Threshold then

if (P �N) > 0 then
Polarity := +1;
Add To Sentiment Lexicon
(WORD,Polarity);

else
Polarity := -1;
Add To Sentiment Lexicon
(WORD,Polarity);

else
Continue for next WORD;

else
Continue for next WORD;

else
Continue for next WORD;

end
Algorithm 1: Extraction of sentiment lexicon
with the polarity

may overlap with adjectives, for example,
unhappy birthday, 13th warrior. In a few
places in reviews, movie names are given in-
side double quotes.

We find such files that match the pattern de-
scribed above automatically and delete the found
pattern.

4 Experimental Setup and Discussion

We use customer review collection as input data.
The collection contains 1000 positive reviews and
1000 negative reviews. Experiments are done with
cleaned and non cleaned corpora. We perform ex-
periments with three threshold values 1.07, 2.45,
3.84. The threshold value specifies the minimum

Plot Part Review Part
Plot Critique

Synopsis Comment
Synopsis Reviews
Ingredient Opinion

Table 1: Parts of a Review

probability8 to accept a null hypothesis. For exam-
ple, a threshold value of 1.07 indicates that there
must be more than a 30% probability, to accept a
null hypothesis. If the Chi-Square value of a word
is greater than 1.07, we can conclude from the
Pearson Chi-Square probability table that there is
less than 30% probability, to accept a null hypoth-
esis. Hence, reject the null hypothesis and con-
sider word as candidate for sentiment lexicon.

1.07 also classifies boundary words, whose sen-
timent is not very clear from the corpus. Boundary
words are those words that have almost equal oc-
currence in positive and negative documents, since
they occur less frequently in the whole corpus.
So such words fail to qualify the Chi-Square test
with higher threshold values, but are actually po-
lar. With threshold values, 2.45, 3.84 we get an
increment in precision at the cost of leaving some
boundary words unclassified.

In one of the experiments, we were able to re-
tain words with poor Chi-Square value and higher
threshold, that is-3.84, with the help of univer-
sal sentiment lexicon. Universal sentiment lexi-
con contains words which are strongly polar in-
dependent of the domain(Wilson et al., 2005). If
a word has been rejected by the Chi-Square test
with a threshold of 3.84, and it belongs to univer-
sal sentiment lexicon, then the correct polarity of
the word can be derived from universal sentiment
lexicon. Consider the following examples.

Distracting gets a Chi-Square value 2.0 but
certainly negative in all domains.

Monotonous gets a Chi-Square value 2.25
but certainly negative in all domains.

5 Results and Discussion

Since there is no gold standard sentiment lexi-
con for the movie domain, the quality of out-
put obtained through the Chi-Square test is con-
firmed by the inter annotators agreement. We ex-

8http://faculty.southwest.tn.edu/jiwilliams/probab2.gif
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tracted 11,828 adjectives from corpus as candi-
dates for lexicon. Among them 932 adjectives ful-
fill the Chi-Square test on non-cleaned corpus with
threshold 1.07. 476 adjectives are marked as true
positives by inter annotators agreements. Table
2 shows the precision obtained with non cleaned
corpus. With a threshold of 1.07, we get a preci-
sion of 51%. This result is affected by the words
that occur in the plot description. Words which are
part of the plot description mislead the classifier,
causing low precision. Table 3 shows an improve-
ment in precision with the cleaning of the corpus.
The Chi-Square test with a threshold of 3.84, and
universal sentiment lexicon gives a very high pre-
cision, that is 69.1%.

With a small threshold of 1.07, we are able to
fetch almost all the words from the corpus that can
be candidates for sentiment lexicon in the movie
domain. With this intuition, we use true positives
(476) and false positives (456) extracted by the
Chi-Square test with threshold of 1.07 on the non
cleaned corpus as a gold standard data to calculate
recall and accuracy for experiments whose results
are shown in table 3.

Data Set Threshold Precision
Non-Cleaned Cor-
pus

1.07 51.07%

Non-Cleaned Cor-
pus + Universal
Sentiment Lexicon

3.84 69.1%

Table 2: Precision of the Chi-Square test with a
non-cleaned Corpus

Table 3 shows results of precision, recall with
increasing threshold values for the Chi-Square
test.

Threshold Precision Recall
1.07 54% 100%
2.45 59% 82%
3.84 61% 65%

Table 3: Precision of the Chi-Square test with a
cleaned Corpus

Table 3 shows that, as the value of the thresh-
old increases, the precision increases. However,
recall decreases. Figure 1 shows the accuracy ob-
tained with different Chi-Square threshold values.
The words which have a good Chi-Square score

are strong candidates for sentiment lexicon. But
the words which are actually polar in the movie
domain, but have been used very occasionally by
reviewer, get rejected with an increase in the value
of the threshold.

Figure 1: Chi-Square Test Accuracy with Differ-
ent Thresholds

From figure 1, we can observe that accuracy is
highest with a threshold of 2.45. When we move
towards a higher threshold values, accuracy starts
decreasing because of the higher fall in recall.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a scheme to detect
domain-dedicated sentiment words from the cor-
pus. Our algorithm identifies polar words through
an innovative application of Chi-Square test on the
difference in the counts of the word in positive and
negative documents. We extract a list of words
that are polar in the movie domain, but cannot be
in a universal sentiment lexicon. Our work is im-
portant because without incorporation of such do-
main specific polar words, the recall of a sentiment
analysis system deteriorates. Experimental results
show that our proposed method is promising and
can be implemented for any domain. Our future
work will focus on improving the precision by in-
corporating the effects of conjunction and nega-
tion.
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